STEPS...
Schematic to board
AND
Direct board layout

Click a key to change slides, or page
down. Press page up to backup, ESC
to stop

Open the schematic editor ...FILE... NEW... select
schematic.... Add parts.... select PARTS a box
appears which allows you to choose the library with
your parts
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I have chosen MISC and will select and load a
resistor an led and two “testpoints” TP-1. These
give you terminals for the schematic and pads for
the board.

The add parts box shows the available symbols with the symbol on the right
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There is a much fasterway to load parts. Press J (this is the “hot
key”) which brings this Part Name box. Enter the value or part
name and it will be placed on screen. It is important to know
how part numbers/names are entered in your libraries. There is
a print routine in the Library Manager which allows you to
print the library contents.
Resistors, type in the value, ie 1k
capacitors with values on the right side of the decimal type enter
like 0.01uf, 0.047uf etc
larger values with values to the left enter like 10uf, 220uf etc
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When you draw your schematic, choose the correct part values.
If you’re copying from a parts list, load R1's value, then R2 etc.
This way you can easily follow any circuit description given.
You are also able to print a parts list for your schematic and if
you add the parts cost to each part property, you will be able to
get the circuit cost.

I have placed the parts and find the grid “gets in the
way, click on the grid symbol
in the top brow to
turn the grid on/off
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To wire the parts select WIRE or the symbol
Place the cursor at the end of the part lead. Draw and
connect to the end of the next part lead. You can change
the wire width if you like. Select FILE select Preferences
to change the wire size/color.
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I have changed
the wire to .030"
and made it blue.
This makes it
easier to see
especially when
the part leads are
.020" and black.
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Select a color bar or use
the cursor in the color
palette. Watch the color
box for your new color.

Choose a color that suits you.
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Our circuit is wired. Next step is to
select REPORTS then
DESIGN CHECK. This checks to
see if there are any duplicated parts
or errors. NOTE this does not check
for correct electronic wiring
proceedure. Maybe this will be
Copy and paste
included in a later revision.
Save your schematic

creates these duplicate
part errors. Instances
can be edited after
placement.

Save your schematic
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Enter the name
If you are using the demo program, you will
not be able to enter a name. Just click Save
An update file will be saved in the
schematic folder, usually as .upd
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The next step is to
make a pcb report.
This makes a list
with all the parts,
their footprints and
the wiring
information. This is
saved as a
“UPDATE” or .upd
file
Save the file, note where
it’s being stored.

R330 is the resistor value, Disc-2
is the footprint info,
pad R1 1 is how the program
knows which lead of the resistor is
connected to another part.
Resistors can be connected both
ways, but there are other devices
which need to be connected
correctly. EZL #1 is the “net”
line information.
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Now lets start our pc board.
In FILE, select NEW
and PC Board file.

To load our schematic
information, select
IMPORT and create file
from update list
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You might need to press here to
search for the file location. It’s
stored in the SCHEMATICS folder

Select the file, this is
how the demo
program stores it or
select the name you
used
OPEN
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Notice that your parts are
placed in a column, or
columns down the left side
of a 16" x 16" screen.
With a report similar to
the one first created when
we made the update file.

I normally change the screen size to make it
easier to see the parts. Select EDIT then
BOARD PROPERTIES, (or press E), then
change the 16" to 2", or what you would like.
The smaller the screen, the closer you get to the
parts without needing to zoom in.
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Enter/change banner box info
You are also able
to add layers if you
want to make
multi-layered
boards.
Change the board
size.
Change your
Working Units
from inch to mils
or metric
You can also open the pad
table and change pad
specs and add new pad
definitions. You are able
to have 1,000 pad
descriptions if needed.

Name the layer
types
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The screen is now
2" square and you
are closer to the
parts.
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Zoom in, Press S , for
SELECT, click on a part, it
will highlight, hold the left
button down, move to the
new position.
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Now that we have moved
the parts, it’s time to get
the schematic wiring
information. Select
AUTO-ROUTER, then
Auto Schedule Routes

This allows you to change
the “net” or “schedule”
line widths. Pressing
Generate Schedule, will
place the “net lines” on
the parts. These are
shown in GREEN
I always leave as .010"
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Lines to be
placed

Schedule lines are “information” lines. They
can cross as they are not copper. Your task is
to select the parts and move or rotate until the
net lines are in-line and short.
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Notice that the green lines for the led are crossed.
Not to worry, these are only information lines.
Go to SELECT mode, and rotate the led so the
schedule lines are not crossed. This makes for a
cleaner schematic. You could easily place the
copper traces so they do not cross, but it’s nicer to
keep the lines short and neat.
When you want to rotate a footprint or screen
object. Select it and place it slightly off to one side,
hold the left button down then press the F10 key. If
you try to rotate an object without moving it first,
you will see the object rotate on screen but when
you let the mouse button go, it will revert to it’s
original position.
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Note that when I rotated the led, D1 is now
upside down. To correct this, click the right
mouse button, select SETTINGS.
Another box appears, we need to go down
the left side and click on SELECT
COMPONENTS, click on WHOLE, you will
see you can also select FLATTEN. Click
FLATTEN This is a “funny” name, but it
allows you to click on any part of a symbol
and change or move just that part.
Whole only allows you to move the whole
part.
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This select box also allows you to
select or de-select any part of the
drawing.
You can select or un-select any
OBJECT or MASK, allowing
you to make changes to the
circuit without changing the
unselected items or to change all
selected items.

I have rotated D1 so it allows traces not to be crossed
and made the text bold.
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To wire our circuit, click on
this diagonal line,

or press L, then O for
OPTIONS or right click
and select settings, change
the LAYER to the
SOLDER side, it’s
normally drawn in BLUE
and click on the down
arrow on the right side of
WIDTH. I normally use
line widths of .030", but
you can use whatever width
you like.

When you make pc boards, you need to
know what the board makers capabilities
are. Tracks/spaces 10/10 mean .010"
tracks with .010" spaces. This may be
difficult to do at home depending on your
process. If it is, change to widths that you
can use.

When you are drawing the
traces on your board,
remember that you are
looking from the top, or
component side, through to
the solder side. If you are
going to put text on the solder
side, it needs to be mirrored.
T1 and R1 are silk screen on
the component side and need
to be correct reading.
To place the copper trace,
put the cursor on a pad,
click once, the “net” line
will highlight, showing you
where it goes. It is also
“bent”, this allows you to
see that the net line
dissappears when you have
placed a copper trace from
pad to pad, to satisfy the net
line routing.
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It’s important to draw your copper lines
from pad center to pad center. If you miss
the center, the net line will stay.
Remember, the program wants to see
center to center wiring.
If you make your own boards and need the
pad hole, print/plot pads with holes is
available as a print option. This “pulls” the
traces back from the hole.
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This seems like a lot of work just to wire two pads, a resistor and a led.
You could very easily load the footprints, place them and add the wire
connections. One good reason to use the schematic information is to check
how you are connecting the parts. If the schematic’s correct, and you
followed the net line information, the board will work.
If you just place parts and wire them, there is a good chance you may make
a wiring mistake. This usually shows up only when you have made and
loaded the components on the pc board. This also gives you printed
documentation from schematic to finished board and is the proceedure
followed in industry.
I rotated the led,
rescheduled it and made a
wiring mistake. You see
the error box is telling me
that there is a net name
conflict (short). When this
happens, click the OK, and
press the backspace key.
This will take you back to
the point of origin of that
trace, in as many clicks as
needed, then rewire.
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I hope this makes it easier to understand some of
the operations of EZRoute2000. If there are any
other proceedures you would like to have
explained, please email me with your request. I
will be adding more in the next few months. I will
send them to you.

Now to show making boards without using schematic capture.
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In FILE, select
PC Board File
press OK
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In FILE,
select
Add Symbol
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Select and add symbol

Symbol is
displayed

Axial05.pcs is a resistor or component footprint with a rectangular box for the
body and two pads with holes at .500" spacing. Spacing can be easily changed to
match your components.
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Place parts on screen
rotate if neccessary.

To wire the circuit,
Press L or select the lines
icon
Select Settings
and choose the trace
width. I normally use
.030" Press OK
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Put the cursor into the centre
of a pad, draw to the centre
of the next pad. Notice how
the pad centre lights up when
it’s selected.

If you can’t seem to get into the next pad center, it usually means that the
footprint was created using a different working grid.
Right click,...settings... change grid to .025" or put the cursor close to the
pad and press F This places the cursor into the closest pad center. Hit
Enter Enter if you move the mouse, the cursor is placed back to the normal
working grid.

Finish wiring
the circuit, then
save and print.

As you see this is much faster than using schematic capture
BUT there is no schematic diagram, nor do you have the error
checking as before.

If you want a different grid, press M,
select Layout Grid / Cursor and
select the working grid you want to
use. If the required grid is not
shown, edit the Step X and Y to your
values.
You are also able to change the
screen display grid and color as well.
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Text for the solder side, corner cut
lines, large pads with correct size
holes for mounting. The silk screen
layer is “painted” actually silk
screened on the component side of
the board. You could even make the
silk screen info layer out of copper.
This is quite easy and is much less
expensive to do. Interested???
Need to make more than one
board? Place as many layouts as
needed .025" away as......

Printed circuit help is available.
Email me with your questions.
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I hope this has explained the process. If you
have any other questions on how to do an
operation, please email me and I will create a
slideshow with my solution to your question.
Specific Instruments Ltd
5115 Georgia Street
Burnaby, BC V5B 1V2
ph 604-291-6171
fx 604-298-4274
email: wrj60@telus.net
thank you
Bill Jenkins

